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Abstract
Service migration in Fog and Edge computing is a promising approach to avoid service interruption and
improve quality of service (QoS) for users. However, finding optimal migration decisions in a highly
dynamic environment is one of the challenging issues in the literature. This paper provides a short
review of migration approaches using Machine Learning techniques. These approaches are studied and
classified based on various aspects such as migration type and the optimized QoS metrics identified
by the proposed taxonomies. Furthermore, different research questions are discussed and the main
challenges in this field are explored.
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1. Introduction

Recently, Edge Computing, including its extension Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), and Fog
Computing have emerged as promising paradigms to reduce the communication latency signifi-
cantly by providing proximal offloading of Internet of Things (IoT) applications. The concept
of Fog Computing has great similarity to Edge Computing. Both of the paradigms construct
themselves on the edges of the network near data sources [1]. OpenFog Consortium makes the
distinction that Fog Computing is hierarchical and it provides computing, networking, storage,
control, and acceleration anywhere from Cloud to things while Edge Computing tends to be
limited to computing at the edge [2].

However, the mobility of end-users and the limited coverage of MEC and Fog nodes can
result in considerable network performance degradation and lower QoS support [3]. The service
migration mechanism has a great potential to solve these issues by determining when, where,
and how to migrate services from a node to another node[4].

Although many works [5, 6, 7] have been proposed to handle service migration in Edge-
Fog-Cloud, only very few surveys focus on covering these studies. For instance in [8], service
migration approaches in MEC are summarized based on many aspects such as strategies for ser-
vice migration. The authors in [9] reviewed only migration approaches brought by the mobility
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of users. However, none of the existing studies focus on investigating the predictive migration
approaches using the different techniques of Machine Learning (ML) including, Supervised
Learning (SL), Deep Learning (DL), Reinforcement Learning (RL), and Deep Reinforcement
Learning (DRL). To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first that covers these aspects.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the research
methodology. Section 3 presents a classification of the reviewed approaches. Section 4 provides
answers to the defined research questions. Finally, Section 5 concludes the survey.

2. Research Methodology

In this section, we present the followed steps for searching and filtering papers.

2.1. Research Questions

Since covering ML migration approaches is our main concern, we formulated the research
questions as follows:

• Q1)What is the branch of Machine Learning mostly used to deal with migration problems?

• Q2) Are these migration approaches applied to entire workflow /application or at the
service/task level ?

• Q3) What are the QoS metrics mostly considered by migration approaches?

• Q4) What is the migration environment mostly adopted in the literature?

• Q5) What are the domains of application related to the migration problem?

• Q6) What are the main challenges in this field?

2.2. Papers Selection

Firstly, the searching step was done using the following search string, which was used to query
various scientific databases, such as IEEE, ResearchGate, Springer, and Elsevier:

Migration AND (Service OR Task Or Application) AND (Fog OR Edge OR Cloud) AND
(Machine Learning OR Supervised Learning OR Deep Learning OR Reinforcement Learning OR
Deep Reinforcement Learning).

Then, we conducted a filter step by applying the following exclusion and inclusion criteria:

• Including only papers from 2019 to 2022 because the different ML techniques have been
widely used to solve migration problems since 2019.

• Excluding studies that do not focus on migration problems.

• Excluding studies that combine the techniques of ML with other fields (e.g. Combinatorial
Optimization) as our main objective is to exclusively review ML-based approaches.

As a result, we obtained 20 papers. Fig. 1 captures plainly the repartition per year of the studied
works.



Figure 1: The number of reviewed papers per year

3. Migration Approaches Comparison

In order to answer the research questions 2.1, we have to compare the ML migration approaches.
To do so, we have to identify the different criteria and aspects of classification.

Figure 2: Migration Criteria

Figure 2 depicts the different migration criteria. We consider four main aspects, which are:

1. Migration Element: This aspect identifies the nature of the element concerned by
the migration decision. We could identify two types, which could be either the entire
application/workflow or a partial element of the application/workflow that may be a
service or task.

2. Migration Type: This refers to the nature of migration. A single migration is generally
considered in works when a task/service is offloaded from the end-device to the migration
environment (Edge, Fog, or Cloud) for its execution. On the other hand, continuous
migration occurs when the considered element is migrated multiple times due to many
reasons, such as the continuous mobility of end-user or Edge-Fog nodes and the dynamic
change in request pattern.

3. Migration Policy: This indicates the timing for performing the migration decision.
In reactive policy, the migration is subject to change only after the system enters an
undesirable state in terms of QoS degradation. On the other hand, the proactive policy
anticipates the forthcoming disruptions in advance using generally predictive techniques
and performs the migration decision before the system enters the undesirable state. Some



approaches combine the two policies, such as[10], who aim to efficiently balance reactive
and proactive service migration decision making.

4. Migration Technology: This determines the mechanism used for migrating the element
from one node to another in Edge/Fog/Cloud environments. In the literature, there are
two dominant virtualization technologies: Virtual Machines (VMs) and containers. VM
has been explored to move a service from one resource to another to support user mobility
[11]. On the other hand, container as a lightweight virtualization technique has a lower
management cost than VMs and performs much better on service migration process [12].

Table 1 depicts the classification of the approaches based on migration element, migration
type, migration policy, the technology used for migration, and domains of application.

Table 1
Classification of migration approaches

Criteria Works

Migration Element Service/Task [13],[14],[15],[16],[12],[17],[18],[19],[20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[10]
Workflow/
Application [28] ,[29],[30]

Migration Type Single [13],[14],[15],[28]
Continuous [16],[12],[17],[18],[19],[20],[29],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[26],[27],[10],[30]

Migration Policy Proactive [16],[19],[23],[25]
Hybrid
(Proactive-Reactive) [10]

Migration
Technology

Virtual Machine (VM) [12],[19],[21],[25]
Container [28] ,[22],[23],[30],[25]
Hybrid [17],[20]

domains of
application

Vehicular [16],[18],[20],[27],[24]
Mobile [17],[12],[19] ,[21], [25], [26]
IoT [28] [29],[22], [23],[30],[15]

Industrial IoT (IIoT) [13]
Smart Healthcare [14],[10]

Table 2 captures some features related to continuous migration. Continuous user mobility is
usually considered when a user moves from a zone covered by a base station to another, and at
each move step, the task/service has to be migrated to follow the end device. The user path
could be defined or predicted in advance using ML techniques. On the other hand, very few
studies have worked on continuous Fog mobility caused by the continuous movement of Fog
nodes. For instance, in [30], the application has to be migrated to another Fog node whenever
the hosted node in the current Fog domain becomes unavailable due to its mobility. Finally, in
the dynamic change in request (demand) pattern, the task/service must be migrated according
to the dominant request locations.

Table 2
Continuous Migration Features

Continuous Migration Features Works

Continuous User Mobility
Predicted User Path [19] ,[25]
Known User Path [16],[12],[18],[20],[29],[21],[22],[24],[26],[27],[10]

Continuous Fog Mobility [30]
Changing in demands [17],[18],[23]



To handle a predictive and a proactive migration, ML techniques have been mainly used. We
could classify ML based approaches according to four parameters captured in Figure 3, which
are:

1. Migration Environment: It specifies the target environment in which the migration
element has to be placed. Single layer destination (SLD) refers to considering the resources
of one specific layer for the migration approach, which might be Edge, Fog, or Cloud. On
the other side, in multiple layers destination (MLD), the migration decision takes into
account various layers, and according to resources/network states and task requirements,
the most appropriate layer would be selected for migrating the service/task.

2. Migration Nodes: It identifies the nature of the considered resources in the migration
environment. Mobile nodes are resources that may change their location in time, such
as mobile devices, laptops, and vehicles. In contrast, static nodes can not change their
location , as instance servers. Finally, hybrid nodes refer to considering an environment
composites of static and mobile nodes.

3. ML Technique: This aspect identifies the different ML categories used in the literature
for solving the migration problem. We distinguish four categories, which are:

(a) Supervised Learning: In this category, the algorithms are given a labeled training
dataset to build the system model representing the learned relation between the
input and output. After training, when a new input is fed into the system, the
trained model can be used to get the expected output[31]. SL approaches usually
use features related to the history of tasks performed by several nodes, such as the
computational capacities consumed and the processing time taken. Thereafter, the
suitable node for offloading is estimated as in[15].

(b) Deep Learning: It is a sub-field of machine learning that uses artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) containing two or more hidden layers to approximate some function
that can be used to map input data to new representations or make predictions[32].

(c) Reinforcement Learning/DeepReinforcement Learning: They are self-learning
techniques in which no prior knowledge of the environment is necessary. An agent
learns the optimal behavior known as policy by interacting with the environment.
At each decision step, the agent observes the state of the environment, takes an
action, and receives a scalar reward value from the environment. Using this reward
value, the agent adjusts its policy in order to maximize the long-term reward[33].

(d) Hybrid: It regroups the approaches that combine the techniques of the previous
categories to solve the migration problem. Generally, in this category, the techniques
of SL/DL are used to predict the state of resources/network or the path of a user
in advance. Next, the techniques of RL/DRL are applied for selecting the optimal
resource for migration.

4. QoS Metrics Type: It determines the class of QoS metrics that are intended for optimiza-
tion by migration approaches. We could identify three classes, which are:



(a) Computation Node-Centric (CNC): This class aims to optimize metrics related
to Edge/Fog/Cloud resources, as for instance:

• Execution Time/Cost/ Energy: They occur when a task is performed by the
computation node.

• Resource Utilization: It is defined as the ratio between the resources that any
service will consume and the available resources at the edge node[18].

• Load Balancing: This metric determines whether the computing load is dis-
tributed fairly among the computation node in the system[24].

(b) Network-Centric (NC): It seeks to optimize network metrics. We cite:

• Migration Time/Cost/Energy: They occur when a task is migrated in network
from node to another.

• Communication Time/Cost/ Energy: They occur when a task data is trans-
mitted between end-user and their connected Edge/Fog nodes .

• Network Throughput: It indicates the amount of data moved successfully
from one node to another in a given time period.

(c) Joint-Centric (JC): It regroups the metrics that take into consideration optimizing
the performance of nodes and network at the same time, among them:

• Delay(Latency)/Cost/Energy: In migration approaches, they refer to the
summation of migration with execution metrics. Some approaches include the
communication metric [13].

Figure 3: Migration Approaches Classification Taxonomy

Table 3 provides a comparison in terms of migration environment, migration nodes, ML
category, used technique, algorithm name, and the optimized QoSmetrics. We used the following
acronyms for ML techniques:

RNN (Recurrent Neural Network), LSTM (Long Short Term Memory), Multivariate Linear
Regression (MLR), Polynomial Multivariate Regression (PMR), Random Forest Regression (RFR),
Support Vector Regression (SVR), Deep Q Network (DQN), Double Deep Q Network (DDQN),
Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG).



Table 3
Comparison of migration approaches

Works Migration
environement

Migration
nodes

ML
Category Technique Algorithm

Name
QoS

Metrics

[15]
Fog/Cloud
(MLD) Static SL

Logistic
Regression

-Latency (JC)
-Energy Consumption (JC)
-load balancing (CMC)
-Operational Cost (CNC)

[28]

Cloud
to
Fog
(SLD)

Static SL

-MLR
-PMR
-RFR
-SVR

Offloading
Time (NC)

[14]
Edge/Cloud

(MLD) Static RL Q-Learning CORL
-Latency (JC)

-Energy Consumption (JC)

[13]
Edge/Cloud

(MLD) Static DRL
Soft

actor-critic ISAC-CPTORA
-Delay (JC)

-Energy Consumption (JC)

[16]
Fog
(SLD) Static DL RNN-LSTM

-Latency (JC)
-Cost (JC)

[12]
MEC
(SLD) Static RL Q-learning Mig-RL Cost (JC)

[17]
MEC
(SLD) Static DRL DQN SMDQN

-Delay (JC)
-Migration Cost (NC)

[18]
MEC
(SLD) Static DRL actor-critic DRLD-SP

-Delay (JC)
-Resource Usage (CNC)

[19]
MEC
(SLD) Static

Hybird
DL-DRL

-Seq2Seq
-DQN

-Glimpse Mobility Prediction
- M-DRL

Latency (JC)

[20]
MEC
(SLD) Static RL DDQN DQL

-Delay (JC)
-Migration Cost (NC)

[29]
Edge/Cloud

(MLD) Static DRL DDPG DTASM
-Latency (JC)

-Load forwarded
to the cloud (NC)

[21]
MEC
(SLD) Static RL Q-learning RLSMS

-Delay (JC)
-Cost (JC)

[22]
MEC
(SLD) Static DRL DDPG AWDDPG

-Migration Cost (NC)
-Delay (JC)

[23]
Fog
(SLD) Static DRL DQN IFSP

Maximizing the
number of

satisfied requests
served in delay (JC)

[24]
MEC
(SLD) Static DRL DQN Deep Q-learning

- Load balancing (CNC)
-migration cost (NC)

[25]
MEC
(SLD) Static

Hybird
DL-DRL

-RNN-based
LSTM

-Q-learning
RLSM

-Latency (JC)
-Network Throughput (NC)

[26]
MEC
(SLD) Static DRL DQN

-Migration Cost (NC)
-Transaction Cost (NC)

-Migration Energy Consumption (NC)

[27]
MEC
(SLD) Static RL Q-learning MS-Q

-Delay (JC)
-Cost (JC)

[10]
Fog
(SLD) Static DRL DDPG

DDPG
based

schemes

-Latency (JC)
-Energy Consumption (JC)

[30]
Fog
(SLD) Mobile DRL DQN

DRL
based
solution

Maximizing the
number of

satisfied user
requests (JC)



4. Discussion

In this session, we answer the questions relieved in the subsection 2.1.
Q1) What is the branch of Machine Learning mostly used to deal with migration

problems?
From Fig. 4, it is observed that the DRL category has the highest percentage with 50%,

followed by RL with 25%. In the literature, the RL agent has proven its capabilities of learning
and rapid decision-making in a highly dynamic environment. So, RL techniques are more
suitable for handling unstable migration environments with dynamic features such as the
mobility of users. On the other hand, traditional value-based algorithms (e.g. Q-learning) can
yield optimal migration decisions due to their efficient balance of exploration and exploitation
in the search space, but they suffer the most from scalability issues when the agent has to handle
a large number of tasks and resources. In contrast, DRL techniques are capable of handling
high-dimension data samples by using deep neural networks.

Figure 4: Classification based on the categories of techniques

Q2) Are these migration approaches applied to entire workflow/ application or at
the service/task level ?

It is seen in Fig. 5 that service/task are the elements the most investigated by migration
approaches, with a percentage of 85%. Considering a workflow with task dependencies is
challenging and requires a lot of training time for the RL agent because at each state of en-
vironment(migration step), it has to find the set of resources that satisfy the computational
requirements of tasks and ensure a high QoS.

Figure 5: Classification based on migration element

Q3) What are the QoS metrics mostly considered by migration approaches?
Fig. 6 shows that performance(delay/latency, offloading time) and cost metrics are the most

considered by 39% and 29%, respectively. It is comprehensible since the main goal of migration



strategies is to reduce user-centric metrics (latency, cost). Furthermore, we notice from Fig. 7
that joint-centric metrics are the most optimized. It is logical because migration approaches
do not focus only on finding the optimal resources in terms of computation requirements. It
mainly aim to reduce migration time/cost/energy incurred each time the services/applications
migrate to another node.

Figure 6: Classification based on QoS metrics
Figure 7: Classification based on QoS metrics type

Q4)What is the migration environment mostly adopted in the literature?
As depicted in Fig. 8, MEC is the environment mostly used for migration with a share of 11

papers, followed by Fog with 5 papers. The main reason is that services/applications have to be
closer to end-users in order to satisfy QoS metrics in terms of high security constraints and low
latency and cost.

Figure 8: Classification based on migration environment

Q5) What are the domains of application related to the migration problem?
From Fig. 9, we notice that IoT, mobile, and vehicular applications are almost equally addressed.

This is due to the fact that migration approaches deal mostly with applications that interact
with mobile users in their daily lives such as smart parking systems.

Figure 9: Classification based on migration domains of application

Q6) What are the main challenges in this field?
Service migration has been widely addressed in the literature. However, it still faces a lot of

challenges that need further investigation. We identified the service migration challenges as
follows:



• Although energy consumption minimization is treated in the literature, it is still one of
the key challenges in MEC-Fog since achieving a trade-off between energy consumption
and other QoS metrics is a challenging issue. Therefore, more research works need to be
conducted in order to optimize this metric.

• The migration caused by the mobility of Fog/Edge nodes has not been well explored in
the literature, unlike the one caused by user mobility. Indeed, this aspect is regarded
as a major challenge due to the complexity and difficulty of understanding the mobility
behavior of the heterogeneous Fog/Edge nodes. Thus, more efforts have to be applied in
this context.

• The migration of dependent tasks is also one of the main obstacles in the migration field.
Heuristics could be investigated to identify which tasks in a workflow should be migrated
while handling tasks dependencies and avoiding network congestion.

• The majority of service migration approaches propose solutions in which services should
be migrated among Edge-Fog nodes to follow user mobility. On the other hand, frequent
migrationmay incur additional migration latency and energy consumption[34]. Therefore,
it is important to conduct studies that also focus on identifying the only necessary
migration. Heuristics could be applied in order to determine whether a migration decision
at each user movement is necessary or will increase user-perceived latency and cause
QoS degradation.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we examined recent studies that were specifically focused on migration strategies
of IoT applications in Edge-Fog-Cloud using Machine Learning techniques. Firstly, we classified
the approaches according to multiple criteria such as migration type, policy, and domains of
application. Next, we identified the used technique and the QoS optimized metrics for each work.
Then, a statistical examination is conducted in order to answer the proposed research questions.
Finally, we discussed the challenges in service migration, which need further investigation.

To cover more literature, we plan to conduct a resource management survey that reviews
service placement, scheduling, offloading, and migration approaches in Edge-Fog-Cloud.
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